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News Release 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Challs Cleans Up with Interactive Time and 
Attendance System

 

Challs, the international manufacturer of household cleaning products, has just installed the very 

latest interactive attendance and workforce 

management system for their 50 staff. The new 

system automates time and attendance 

monitoring, saving time for HR and payroll staff 

and increasing productivity. 

 

Graham Burchell started Challs in 1990 working 

from home, out of his front bedroom. Still a family 

run business, Challs saw rapid year on year 

growth, and has established itself as one of the leading innovators in the household cleaning 

product market employing over 50 staff.  

 

 “When we first started employing staff, we used a simple paper-based system to record 

attendance” said Finance Director Marlini Finney. “This worked well, but as the business expanded 

and the workforce grew, it became more time consuming and quite a burden for the HR and payroll 

staff. We had considered automating our time and attendance system for some time, but it was 

the move to our new headquarters which was the spur we needed to actually do something about 

it.” 

 

Having researched the available systems, Challs decided on 

Bodet’s Kelio software for its flexibility and ability to export 

attendance data for payroll software, along with the Kelio Visio X7 

terminals for their stylish appearance and ease of use. Kelio is a 

modular system, so additional functionality such as self-service 

and staff planning can be added as the business continues to grow. 

 

Finney added, “The Kelio Visio X7 terminals have a biometric 

option, but as some of the production staff wear protective gloves 

and clothing we felt this would be impractical. All the staff have 

their own proximity card which includes a photograph for added security. As the system links with 

the door entry system, the same cards are used for both clocking in and out and gaining access 
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to different parts of the building. This allows us to employ the system across the whole company 

from the top down so everybody is treated equally.  

 

Automating time and attendance has been a great success for Challs. No-one has to fill in manual 

time sheets anymore which saves time and ensures the data is accurate. As attendance data can 

be extracted from the Time & Attendance 

System for quick and easy import into our 

payroll software, it removes the need to 

duplicate data entry and eliminates the risk of 

manual entry errors.  

 
The software also generates real time staff 

attendance reports which can be accessed at 

the press of a button. Current and historic 

attendance information can then be 

compared with daily rotas, so managers are immediately aware of any discrepancies and can 

arrange additional cover if required to ensure effective manning levels. An added bonus is that 

management teams now have accurate real time data for performance management at every level 

and can identify trends at an early stage.”  

 
“We are delighted with the Kelio Visio X7 system.” added Finney. “It has been well received by 

all the staff, saving time and providing valuable management information to help us improve 

efficiency and grow the business.” 
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Editors Notes 
High resolution images available on request 
 
More about Bodet Ltd 
Bodet Ltd is the British subsidiary of French-based Bodet Group which have been leading the 
market in time measurement products since the 1860s. The Group have five subsidiaries across 
Europe exporting to 60 countries and have expanded from clock -making into IT-based time and 
attendance solutions, access control, school class change systems and sports scoreboards.  
 
The Kelio Visio X7 was developed by Bodet and won a 2015 Red Dot Award for its innovative 
qualities and design excellence. 
 
The Bodet Group has over 35,000 clients including Fedex, Serco, TalkTalk and the European 
Parliament as well as state and independent schools and individual public sector institutions such 
as DVLA and NHS. 
 
For more information visit www.bodet.co.uk 
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